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ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: An international group of neurologists and radiologists developed revised guidelines for standardized brain and spinal cord
MR imaging for the diagnosis and follow-up of MS. A brain MR imaging with gadolinium is recommended for the diagnosis of MS. A spinal
cord MR imaging is recommended if the brain MR imaging is nondiagnostic or if the presenting symptoms are at the level of the spinal cord.
A follow-up brain MR imaging with gadolinium is recommended to demonstrate dissemination in time and ongoing clinically silent disease
activity while on treatment, to evaluate unexpected clinical worsening, to re-assess the original diagnosis, and as a new baseline before
starting or modifying therapy. A routine brain MR imaging should be considered every 6 months to 2 years for all patients with relapsing
MS. The brain MR imaging protocol includes 3D T1-weighted, 3D T2-FLAIR, 3D T2-weighted, post-single-dose gadolinium-enhanced
T1-weighted sequences, and a DWI sequence. The progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy surveillance protocol includes FLAIR and
DWI sequences only. The spinal cord MR imaging protocol includes sagittal T1-weighted and proton attenuation, STIR or phase-sensitive
inversion recovery, axial T2- or T2*-weighted imaging through suspicious lesions, and, in some cases, postcontrast gadolinium-enhanced
T1-weighted imaging. The clinical question being addressed should be provided in the requisition for the MR imaging. The radiology report
should be descriptive, with results referenced to previous studies. MR imaging studies should be permanently retained and available. The
current revision incorporates new clinical information and imaging techniques that have become more available.
ABBREVIATIONS: CIS ⫽ clinically isolated syndrome; CMSC ⫽ Consortium of MS Centers; PML ⫽ progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy

M

R imaging of the brain and spinal cord is sensitive for detecting white matter lesions typical of MS. The current diagnostic criteria for MS1 include specific MR imaging features
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(Table 1) to provide evidence for dissemination in space and/or
time, allowing an earlier diagnosis of MS after a single clinical
syndrome consistent with demyelination (clinically isolated syndrome [CIS]). The newer criteria have good sensitivity and specificity2 compared with the prior clinical criteria.3 However, white
matter lesions are common in the general population with increasing age, and the MR imaging criteria should be used with
caution in patients with atypical symptoms for MS or the onset of
symptoms in patients older than 40 years of age. This recommendation is particularly important in the presence of factors known
to cause T2 hyperintensities, including hypertension, smoking,
diabetes, high cholesterol, and migraines.
MR imaging is also increasingly used to follow patients with a
diagnosis of definite MS to determine progression of clinically
silent disease activity and to monitor response to therapy. Gadolinium (contrast)– enhancing lesions and/or changes in T2 (hyperintense) lesions are accepted MR imaging biomarkers of new
inflammation. New MR imaging activity occurs more frequently
than new clinical symptoms (relapses).4 The ability to monitor
patients with MS with MR imaging is hampered by inconsistent
protocols and image quality.
Recommendations for a standardized MR imaging protocol
and clinical guidelines in MS were previously published.5 These

developed out of a series of meetings sponsored by the Consortium of MS Centers (CMSC), including radiologists and neurologists from academic and community-based MS practices and
representatives of the American Academy of Neurology, the Radiological Society of North America, and the American Society of
Neuroradiology. The goal of this article is to update the MR imaging protocol and clinical guidelines on the basis of advances in
imaging technology and new clinical evidence of the role of MR
imaging in the diagnosis and monitoring of MS.

Methods
Neurologists, radiologists, and imaging scientists with an expertise in MS from North America and Europe, representatives of the
American Academy of Neurology, the Radiological Society of
North America, the American Society of Neuroradiology, and,
more recently, the National Institutes of Health and the North
American Imaging in Multiple Sclerosis Cooperative updated the
guidelines on the basis of new data, survey results, and expert
opinion. Four imaging protocols, routine brain, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) surveillance, spinal cord, and
orbits, were developed. Clinical guidelines on the recommended
frequency of imaging in diagnosing and monitoring MS were
updated.

in the diagnosis and monitoring of MS that can be performed on a
variety of clinical scanners and includes 3D T1-weighted, 3D T2FLAIR, 3D T2-weighted, and post-single-dose gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted imaging, all with a nongapped section thickness
of ⱕ3 mm, and a DWI sequence (ⱕ5-mm section thickness). Additional sequences for non-MS pathology can be added, depending on
the individual needs of the patient and local preferences.
Scans should be of good quality with adequate SNR and spatial
resolution (in-section pixel resolution of ⱕ1 ⫻ 1 mm). Reconstruction (interpolation) is recommended at 0.5 mm. This recommendation may be limiting for some older scanners, particularly those operating at lower field strengths. One needs to be
aware of the higher lesion-detection rates at 3T compared with
1.5T.6 Lower field (ie, “open magnet”) should only be used in
extenuating circumstances.
Coverage should include the whole brain. Orientation of the axial
sequences (acquisition of 2D sequences or reformatting of 3D sequences) should be along the subcallosal line (Fig 1) because consistent repositioning is essential for detecting changes across time.
Most scanners are capable of 3D acquisitions with ⱕ1.2-mm

Protocol 1: Brain MR Imaging. The brain MR imaging protocol
(Table 2 and Fig 1) provides the minimum required sequence to aid
Table 1: 2010 Revised McDonald diagnostic criteria for MSa
Minimum MRI Features for DIS (2 of 4 Criteria Required)
1 Infratentorial lesion
1 Juxtacortical lesion (touching the cortex)
1 Periventricular lesion (touching the ventricles)
1 Spinal cord lesion
Note:—DIS indicates dissemination in space; DIT, dissemination in time.
a
MS diagnosis requires clinical and/or MRI evidence for CNS demyelination occurring in multiple locations (DIS) and with multiple events (DIT). The MRI criteria may
support the clinical diagnosis of patients with MS with typical symptoms of CNS
demyelination after the exclusion of alternative diagnoses. The DIT criterion can be
met on MRI with an asymptomatic contrast-enhancing lesion on T1WI sequences
(ﬁrst or follow-up MRI) or newly active T2WI lesions on follow-up MRI. Lesions should
be at least 3-mm in diameter and asymptomatic.

FIG 1. Orientation of axial oblique sequences. Orientation of axial
oblique sequences should be along the subcallosal line as indicated by
the solid line. Axial sections should be ⱕ3 mm with no gap.

Table 2: Standardized brain MRI protocol (diagnosis and routine follow-up of MS)
Parameters
Description
Field strength
Scans should be of good quality, with adequate SNR and resolution (in-sections, pixel resolution of ⱕ1 ⫻ 1 mm)
Scan prescription
Use the subcallosal plane to prescribe or reformat axial oblique sections (Fig 1)
Coverage
Whole-brain coverage
Section thickness and gap ⱕ3 mm, No gap (for 2D acquisition or 3D reconstruction)
Core sequences
Anatomic 3D inversion recovery–prepared T1 gradient echo (eg, 1.0- to 1.5-mm thickness)
Gadolinium single dose, 0.1 mmol/kg given for 30 secondsa
3D sagittal T2WI FLAIRb (eg, 1.0- to 1.5-mm thickness)
3D T2WI b (eg, 1.0- to 1.5-mm thickness)
2D axial DWI (ⱕ5-mm sections, no gap)
3D FLASH (non-IR prep) postgadoliniumb (eg, 1.0- to 1.5-mm thickness)
3D series would be typically reconstructed to 3-mm thickness for display and subsequent comparison for
lesion counts
Optional sequences
Axial proton attenuation
Pre- or postgadolinium axial T1 spin-echo (for chronic black holes)
SWI for identiﬁcation of central vein within T2 lesions
Note:—IR indicates inversion recovery.
a
Minimum 5-minute delay before obtaining postgadolinium T1. The 3D sagittal FLAIR may be acquired immediately after contrast injection before the 3D FLASH series.
b
If unable to perform a 3D acquisition, then perform 2D axial and sagittal FLAIR, axial fast spin-echo proton attenuation/T2, and axial post-gadolinium T1WI spin-echo at ⱕ3-mm
section thickness.
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Table 3: PML surveillance brain MRI protocol
Parameters
Description
Field strength
Scans should be of good quality, with adequate SNR and resolution (in-section pixel resolution of ⱕ1 ⫻ 1 mm)
Scan prescription
Use the subcallosal plane to prescribe or reformat axial oblique sections (Fig 1)
Coverage
Whole-brain coverage
Sequences
3D sagittal T2WI FLAIRa
2D axial DWI (5-mm-thick, no gap)
Section thickness and gap ⱕ3 mm, No gap (for 2D acquisition or 3D reconstruction)
a

If unable to perform a 3D acquisition, then perform 2D axial FLAIR at ⱕ3-mm section thickness.

isotropic voxels.7 The data can be reformatted to achieve 3-mm
axial and/or sagittal sections for clinical readout. If a 2D acquisition is used, the section thickness should be ⱕ3 mm and there
should be no gap between sections. 3D FLAIR may be equivalent
or superior to T2-weighted imaging for posterior fossa lesions. It
is recommended that a 3D T2 or a 3-mm axial fast/turbo spinecho proton attenuation/T2 sequence be acquired for posterior
fossa lesion detection as a backup.
The brain MR imaging sequences include a sagittal FLAIR (the
3D acquisition is usually acquired in the sagittal plane) for the
detection of MS lesions in the corpus callosum. Although these
lesions can be identified on axial images, the sagittal plane provides greater ease of visualization of these, as well as juxtacortical
lesions (ie, white matter lesions touching the cortex) and the oval
perivenular configuration of lesions.
A thin-section (ⱕ1.5-mm thickness) 3D inversion recovery–
prepared, T1-weighted, spoiled gradient-echo sequence is useful
for volumetric analysis, which is likely to play an important role in
the future. The 3D inversion recovery sequence should be acquired before contrast. This sequence also enables confirmation
of juxtacortical and infratentorial lesions. Chronic T1-weighted
“black hole” monitoring as a marker of severe axonal injury has
only been validated on 2D spin-echo sequences. Because nearly all
hyperintense lesions apparent on T2-weighted sequences are hypointense on 3D inversion recovery T1-weighted scans, the specificity of T1 black holes is lost and clinical interpretation requires
caution.8
The protocol includes a postgadolinium contrast 3D FLASH
(non-inversion recovery prep) or axial T1-weighted spin-echo
images. Although 3D gradient echo– based T1-weighted imaging
could be used as a replacement for T1 spin-echo for identifying
postgadolinium contrast enhancement, whether such sequences
are less sensitive9 remains an open question.
Axial DWI (5 mm) is recommended for detecting non-MS
pathology, including acute ischemia/infarction and the earlier detection of PML (see below).
The 3D or 2D FLAIR and/or T2-weighted images can be acquired during the minimum 5-minute delay that is required before the postcontrast T1-weighted image. Phased array coils may
significantly speed up acquisition time.
Proton attenuation and precontrast 2D spin-echo T1weighted imaging are considered optional. Subtle lesions can be
confirmed on proton attenuation imaging, though the sensitivity
of 3D FLAIR may obviate this confirmation.10
Gadolinium contrast detects the breakdown of the bloodbrain barrier that occurs with new lesion development and reactivation of old lesions. The average duration of enhancement
for individual brain lesions is 3 weeks,11 with most enhancing for
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2– 6 weeks. Rarely, MS lesions in the brain show persistent enhancement for ⬎3 months with single-dose gadolinium. A standard dose of gadolinium (0.1 mmol/kg) given for 30 seconds and
a minimum 5-minute delay before acquiring the postcontrast T1weighted imaging are recommended. “Triple dose” and longer
delays of up to 15 minutes for the postcontrast T1-weighted imaging may detect more lesions but are not necessary for routine
clinical practice. Reports of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis/nephrogenic fibrosing dermopathy in patients with preexisting significant renal impairment have resulted in many centers requiring a
recent laboratory assessment of renal function, such as an estimated glomerular filtration rate. Macrocyclic chelates have been
recommended by several radiologic societies to minimize this
risk.12,13
Most newly enhancing lesions will leave residual T2 hyperintensity after the enhancement resolves.14 Detecting new or enlarging T2
lesions compared with a previous study would also indicate new inflammatory activity even in the absence of gadolinium enhancement.
However, to reliably detect new lesions, a standardized MR imaging
protocol with similar orientation and other parameters is important.
Gadolinium can also be helpful for ruling out alternative diagnoses
such as tumors (persistent enhancement) or leptomeningeal disease
such as neurosarcoidosis15,16 or infection.
Protocol 2: PML Surveillance Brain MR Imaging. PML is a devastating complication that is rarely seen with some disease-modifying therapies (Table 3). The risk is increased in patients with detectable John Cunningham virus serum antibodies. MR imaging
detection of PML in the presymptomatic phase improves outcome and survival.17 An abbreviated PML surveillance protocol
includes 3D (or 2D) FLAIR and DWI sequences.18 Postcontrast
T1 adds little diagnostic value to PML surveillance because ⬍50%
of early PML lesions show contrast enhancement.19 Typical PML
lesion appearance includes subcortical lesions (48% occur in the
frontal lobes) that are hyperintense on T2/FLAIR and hypointense on T1-weighted imaging, with ill-defined borders toward
the white matter and sharp borders toward the gray matter and
high signal intensity on DWI (absent in about 40% of patients
with presymptomatic PML). Lesions can involve the deep gray
matter (thalamus and dentate nuclei). Contrast enhancement can
be patchy, nodular, or speckled.18,19
Protocol 3: Spinal Cord MR Imaging. As a minimum, coverage
should include the cervical cord (Table 4) because clinically silent
MS lesions are more common and better visualized there. It may
not be necessary to examine the thoracic cord routinely unless
there are clinical symptoms and/or signs at that level. Two sequences are recommended for the detection of subtle lesions, including a sagittal T2-weighted and a proton attenuation, STIR, or

Table 4: Spinal cord MRI protocol
Parameter
Description
Field strength
Scans should be of good quality, with adequate SNR and resolution (in-section pixel resolution of ⱕ1 ⫻ 1 mm)
Closed magnets (large bore for patients with claustrophobia) preferred
Coverage
Cervical cord coveragea
Core sequences
Sagittal T2
Sagittal proton attenuation, STIR, or PST1-IR
Axial T2 through lesions
Section thickness and gap Sagittal: ⱕ3 mm, no gap
Axial: 5 mm, no gap
Optional sequences
Axial T2 through complete cervical cord
Gadoliniumb and postgadolinium sagittal T1
Sagittal T1
Note:—PST1-IR indicates phase-sensitive T1 inversion recovery.
a
Thoracic and conus coverage recommended if symptoms localize to this region to rule out an alternate diagnosis.
b
Minimum 5-minute delay before obtaining postgadolinium T1. Additional gadolinium does not need to be given for a spinal cord MRI if it follows a contrast brain MRI study.

Table 5: Clinical guidelines for brain and spinal cord MRI in MS
Guidelines
Baseline studies for patients with a CIS and/or suspected MS
Brain MRI protocol with gadolinium at baseline and
Spinal cord MRI if transverse myelitis, insufﬁcient features on brain MRI to support diagnosis, or age older than 40 years with
nonspeciﬁc brain MRI ﬁndings
A cervical cord MRI performed simultaneously with the brain MRI would be advantageous in the evaluation of patients with or without
transverse myelitis and would reduce the number of patients requiring a subsequent MRI appointment
Orbital MRI if severe optic neuritis with poor recovery
Timing of a follow-up brain MRI protocol for patients with a CIS and/or suspected MS to look for evidence of dissemination in time
6–12 Months for high-risk CIS (eg, ⱖ2 ovoid lesions on ﬁrst MRI)
12–24 Months for low-risk CIS (ie, normal brain MRI ﬁndings) and/or uncertain clinical syndrome with suspicious brain MRI features
(eg, RIS)
Timing of brain MRI protocol with gadolinium for patients with an established diagnosis of MS
No recent prior imaging available (eg, patient with MS transferring to a new clinic)
Postpartum to establish a new baseline
Prior to starting or switching disease-modifying therapy
Approximately 6 months after switching disease-modifying therapy to establish a new baseline on the new therapy
Every 1–2 years while on disease-modifying therapy to assess subclinical disease activity
Unexpected clinical deterioration or reassessment of original diagnosisa
Timing of PML surveillance brain MRI protocol
Every 12 months for patients negative for serum JC virus antibody
Every 3–6 months for patients positive for serum JC virus antibody and ⱖ18 months on natalizumabb
Note:—JC indicates John Cunningham; RIS, radiologic isolated syndrome.
a
Routine spinal cord follow-up not required unless syndrome is predominately recurrent transverse myelitis.
b
The brain MRI protocol for monitoring patients on disease modifying therapies includes the PML surveillance sequences.

T1-weighted inversion recovery sequence with phase-sensitive reconstruction (section thickness, ⱕ3 mm).20 Axial T2 or T2* and
postcontrast axial T1 through the lesions is recommended (section thickness of 5 mm, no gap). A sagittal T1 is of limited value
for characterizing intramedullary disease. When spinal cord imaging is performed at the same time as brain imaging with gadolinium, no additional contrast is required.
Protocol 4: Orbit MR Imaging. Imaging of the orbit may be clinically indicated to confirm optic neuritis and rule out compressive
lesions. Unusual enhancement patterns of the optic nerve and/or
sheath might suggest an alternate diagnosis such as sarcoidosis or
neuromyelitis optica.21 The recommended sequences include a
coronal STIR or fat-suppressed T2 and a postgadolinium fat-suppressed T1 with a section thickness of ⱕ2 mm, with coverage
through the optic chiasm.

Clinical Guidelines: Diagnostic Imaging for Suspected MS
While MR imaging is not absolutely required for the clinical diagnosis of MS (Table 5), it provides important information.22 A

brain MR imaging with and without gadolinium is recommended
for patients suspected of having MS or with an established diagnosis of MS who are new to a clinical practice and do not have
recent imaging available for review. A cervical cord MR imaging at
the same time would be advantageous in the diagnostic evaluation
of patients with or without transverse myelitis and would reduce
the number of patients requiring a subsequent MR imaging appointment. Patients suspected of having MS include those with a
CIS of optic neuritis, partial transverse myelitis, or brain stem
syndromes. Patients with CIS with a brain MR imaging with ⱖ2
characteristic lesions (ⱖ3 mm in diameter) have a high risk for
MS.23 One-third of patients with CIS (not treated with corticosteroids) will have asymptomatic gadolinium-enhancing lesions
and will meet the 2010 McDonald diagnostic criteria for definite
MS.24 Detection of new T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions on a
follow-up brain MR imaging can be sufficient evidence to fulfill
dissemination in time and/or space criteria (Table 1). The recommended timing of the follow-up brain MR imaging is 6 –12
months. The proportion of patients with high-risk CIS (younger
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:394 – 401
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Table 6: Recommendations for communication
Recommendations
The clinical requisition for brain MRI should include
Requesting the CMSC or standardized brain MRI protocol
Indicating the purpose of the study
Diagnostic study for CIS or MS (indicate date of symptom onset)
Treatment-monitoring study (indicate if on disease-modifying therapy)
PML surveillance study (indicate if high- or low-risk)
Unexpected clinical decline or reassessment of diagnosis
Date and location of most recent MRI study (encourage patient to bring a copy of outside images on portable media at the time of MRI
appointment)
The radiology report should include
For a diagnostic MS study
Number of gadolinium-enhancing T1 lesions (eg, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ⱖ5)
Comparison with previous studies for the number of new T2 lesions (eg, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ⱖ5)
The presence of juxtacortical (touching the cortex), periventricular (touching the ventricles), infratentorial, or spinal cord lesions
The report should avoid a summary statement like “McDonald diagnostic criteria met”
The interpretation should indicate whether ﬁndings are typical, atypical, or not consistent with MS and should provide a differential
diagnosis if appropriate
For a follow-up MS study
Number of gadolinium-enhancing T1 lesions (eg, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ⱖ5)
Comparison with previous studies for the number of new T2 lesions (eg, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ⱖ5)
Qualitative assessment of
Overall T2 lesion-burden severity (eg, mild, moderate, severe)
Comparison with previous studies for overall worsening of T2 lesion burden and atrophy
For a PML surveillance study
Comparison with previous studies for new T2 lesions, hyperintense lesions on DWI
Presence of PML suspicious features

than 50 years of age) who develop new lesions by 3, 6, and 12
months is 22%, 51%, and 74%, respectively.25 By 12–18 months,
most patients with high-risk CIS will meet the diagnostic criteria
for MS by developing new MR imaging lesions and/or new clinical
symptoms.26 Additional MRIs can be performed according to
clinical judgment. Some experts recommend an annual brain MR
imaging in patients with CIS with normal brain MR imaging findings for 1–2 years or at the time of development of new symptoms
consistent with demyelination.23,27,28
Patients suspected of having MS also include those with milder
or atypical symptoms or incidental abnormalities on MR imaging
that are strongly suspicious for MS (radiologic isolated syndrome).29 The presence of a spinal cord lesion on MR imaging
may be helpful in estimating the risk of conversion to definite
multiple sclerosis.30 A 5-year prospective study of 451 patients
with radiologic isolated syndrome demonstrated that the risk of
conversion to MS was 34%.31 In addition to other paraclinical
tests such as evoked potentials and CSF analysis, a follow-up MR
imaging may support the diagnosis of MS by demonstrating new
lesion development in patients suspected of having MS.
In patients with equivocal brain MR imaging findings (ie, not
meeting dissemination in space criteria), the detection of lesions
on spinal cord imaging can provide additional evidence for disease dissemination in space. Spinal cord lesions have greater specificity for demyelinating disease.31,32 Nonspecific white matter
lesions are extremely uncommon in the spinal cord, in contrast to
their frequent occurrence in the brain.33 Patients may present
with a more severe demyelinating or inflammatory syndrome,
including tumefactive lesions or acute complete transverse myelitis. A follow-up MR imaging would provide evidence of lesion
improvement or resolution supporting an inflammatory process
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and/or the detection of new lesions that could aid in the differential diagnosis.15,34
Spinal cord imaging, in addition to brain imaging, is recommended if the symptoms involve the spinal cord such as partial
transverse myelitis, complete transverse myelitis, or a progressive
myelopathy suspicious for primary-progressive MS. Patients with
progressive MS may have a chronic, diffuse, extensive abnormal
spinal cord signal, though most do not. The detection of a longitudinally extensive spinal cord lesion (ⱖ3 segments) with central
cord predominance and mass effect in a patient with acute transverse myelitis is suggestive of neuromyelitis optica.21 The longitudinally extensive involvement of these distinctive lesions is often transient.

Clinical Guidelines: Follow-Up of Established MS
The 4 common scenarios for requesting a brain MR imaging for
patients with an established diagnosis of MS are the following:
new baseline evaluation (previous MR imaging unavailable, unacceptable quality, or a long interval since the last MR imaging),
routine follow-up for clinically silent disease activity while monitoring treatment response, PML surveillance, and unexpected
clinical deterioration or re-evaluation of the diagnosis of MS (Table 6). A baseline spinal cord MR imaging may also be useful,
depending on the clinical symptoms.
MR imaging is recommended before the initiation or modification of disease-modifying therapy and approximately 6 months
after a treatment switch to allow sufficient time for the new therapy to reach its therapeutic potential. Determining ongoing radiologic stability is based on the presence or absence of new lesions (T2 or contrast-enhancing T1) relative to a posttreatment
MR imaging.35

MR imaging is the most sensitive tool currently available for
monitoring inflammatory disease activity in MS. Clinical assessments far underestimate disease activity and burden compared
with MR imaging. A follow-up MR imaging is useful for patients
on a disease-modifying therapy to determine the response of subclinical disease activity to treatment. Continued or worsening of
MR imaging disease activity while on a disease-modifying therapy
may prompt a change in therapy. There is evolving evidence that
ongoing MR imaging activity can be indicative of a suboptimal
therapeutic response.36-41
Many new lesions may be clinically silent, particularly when
they occur outside the more functionally eloquent regions of the
CNS (spinal cord, optic nerve). However, as more lesions accumulate in the CNS, studies demonstrate a clear relationship between the severity of cognitive dysfunction and lesion burden,
even in patients with good mobility. CNS damage also occurs in
brain tissue that appears normal on standard conventional imaging (normal appearing brain tissue). This slow, evolving damage
can be monitored by nonconventional advanced MR imaging
techniques that are mainly restricted to the research realm. New
T2 or gadolinium-enhancing lesions are associated with progressive changes in normal appearing brain tissue and global brain
atrophy.42
The frequency of periodic MR imaging to assess subclinical disease activity will vary depending on the patient’s clinical course and
other clinical features. For relapsing forms of MS, a follow-up MR
imaging should be considered annually for at least the first 2 or 3
years after starting therapy or switching disease-modifying therapy.
More frequent surveillance may be indicated in clinically aggressive
cases or unusual patterns of MR imaging lesions (eg, tumefactive
MS). Clinical judgment and experience may be critical in these settings. While guidelines on a tolerable threshold for new lesion activity
that warrants a change in therapy have been proposed,43,44 individual factors will impact the clinician’s decision on the frequency of MR
imaging monitoring. The frequency of MR imaging may be higher
during the early years for patients with CIS and early relapsing-remitting MS, particularly when patients are on treatment. Fewer MR imaging scans are required in later stages of the disease (secondaryprogressive MS) or in primary-progressive MS in which MR imaging
activity is low and no effective treatments are as of yet available.45
Nonetheless, multiple new T2 or contrast-enhancing lesions on surveillance scans in conjunction with the clinical picture, even in primary-progressive MS,45 should alert the clinician to re-evaluate
treatment strategies.
The PML surveillance recommendations by using a shorter protocol depend on John Cunningham virus serum antibody status,
length of exposure to natalizumab, and the use of prior immunosuppressive therapy.46 Higher risk patients (positive for John Cunningham virus serum antibodies) with ⬎18 months of natalizumab exposure should have the PML surveillance MR imaging protocol
performed every 3– 6 months.18 Any clinical change suspicious for
PML should prompt an urgent MR imaging.
Indications for an unplanned follow-up brain MR imaging in
patients with an established diagnosis of MS include the re-assessment of the original diagnosis or to clarify the cause of clinical
deterioration that is not otherwise evident by clinical assessment
(eg, stroke or tumor).

A spinal cord MR imaging may be indicated when there is
significant clinical worsening with few changes on brain MR imaging or to rule out an alternative cause for progressive myelopathy, such as cervical spondylosis or a tumor. Routine follow-up
with spinal cord imaging may be useful in rare cases of recurrent
transverse myelitis to assess response to therapy or new disease
activity.

Recommendations for Communication and Storage
The requisition should ask for standardized brain and/or spinal
cord imaging and indicate the clinical question being addressed
and include relevant clinical history (eg, CIS localization and
symptom duration), current MS disease-modifying therapy, recent high-dose corticosteroids, and date and place of any previous
MR imaging (Table 6).
The radiology report should use standardized terminology
and include a description of salient findings. These include new
T2 or contrast-enhancing T1 lesion numbers and the presence/
absence of juxtacortical, periventricular, infratentorial, and spinal
cord lesions. The report should avoid a summary statement like
“McDonald diagnostic criteria met,” because this requires clinical
details that may not be available at the time of the radiologic
review. The interpretation should indicate whether the findings
are typical, atypical, or not consistent with MS, and the radiologist
should provide a differential diagnosis, if appropriate. In patients
with definite MS, a qualitative assessment of brain volume (atrophy) and overall T2 lesion burden and a comparison with previous studies for new lesion activity and atrophy are useful (Table
6). MR imaging studies should be stored in a standard readable
format (DICOM), retained permanently, and available. Patients
are encouraged to keep copies of their own studies and have these
available if a follow-up MR imaging is performed at a different
imaging center.

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of the original guidelines was to provide clinicians with a
standardized MR imaging protocol that would be suitable for the
initial diagnosis and monitoring of changes with time. The protocol was designed to provide the optimum amount of information that could be acquired within a routine clinical MR imaging
setting. The current revision incorporates feedback from centers
using the previous protocol and input from radiologists with expertise in MS. 3D FLAIR and 3D T2-weighted imaging are already
being introduced into clinical practice. These techniques can provide potentially higher quality data (higher resolution, seamless
reformatting) and should be comparable with the core 2D approaches. The methodologies for quantification of advanced imaging techniques, such as magnetization transfer imaging, MR
spectroscopy, diffusion tensor imaging, and myelin water fraction
imaging, require further standardization before their routine clinical use can be recommended. Methods sensitive to gray matter
pathology (double inversion recovery and phase-sensitive T1 inversion recovery sequences) are being developed but are still currently investigational. An imaging challenge for the next decade is
the continued translation of research methodologies into useful
and reliable clinical tools for lesion identification, quantification
of T2 lesion burden, and brain and spinal cord atrophy measures.
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:394 – 401
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The revised guidelines provide consensus recommendations
for the use of brain and spinal cord MR imaging and the use of
gadolinium in the diagnosis of patients with MS. The challenge
during the past decade was in reaching a consensus on the frequency of routine imaging to monitor patients with MS. The evidence supporting this role remains incomplete. However, there is
consensus that MR imaging provides useful information about
subclinical inflammatory activity in the early phase of the disease.
It is reasonable for physicians to take these arguments for and
against routine MR imaging into consideration when they individualize patient care.
During the past 3 decades, the clinical application of MR imaging in MS and the advances in imaging quality and speed have
been remarkable. We anticipate that these guidelines will require
future revision as MR imaging technology and our knowledge of
MS continue to improve.
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